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Abstract

An omnistereo panorama consists of a pair of panoram-
ic images, where one panorama is for the left eye, and an-
other panorama is for the right eye. An omnistereo pair
provides a stereo sensation up to a full 360 degrees. Om-
niStereo panoramas can be created by mosaicing images
from a rotating video camera, or by specially designed
cameras.

The stereo sensation is a function of the disparity be-
tween the left and right images. This disparity is a func-
tion of the ratio of the distance between the cameras (the
baseline) and the distance to the object: disparity is larg-
er with longer baseline and close objects. Since our eyes
are a fixed distance apart, we loose stereo sensation for far
away objects.

It is possible to control the disparity in omnistereo
panoramas which are generated by mosaicing images from
a rotating camera. The baseline can be made larger for
far away scenes, and smaller for nearer scenes. A method
is described for the construction of omnistereo panoramas
having larger baselines for faraway scenes, and smaller
baseline for closer scenes. the baseline can change within
the panorama from directions with closer objects to direc-
tions with further objects.

1 Introduction
The ultimate immersive visual environment should pro-

vide three elements: (i) Stereo vision, where each eye gets
a different image appropriate to its location in space; (ii)
complete 360 degrees view, allowing the viewer to look in
any desired direction; (iii) allow free movement.

Stereo Panoramas [6, 5, 10, 14] use a new scene to im-
age projection that enables simultaneously both (i) stereo
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and (ii) a complete panoramic view. No depth informa-
tion or correspondences are necessary. Viewers of stereo
panoramas have the ability to freely view, in stereo, all di-
rections.

Since the scene to image projection necessary for stereo
panoramic imaging can not be done with a regular camer-
a, stereo panoramic images were generated by mosaicing
images taken with rotating cameras [6, 5, 10, 14].

Short introductions are given in this section to panoram-
ic imaging, stereo imaging, and multiple viewpoint projec-
tions. Sec. 2 discusses the multiple viewpoint projection
that can be used to create stereo panoramas. Sec. 3 de-
scribes the method to create stereo panoramas by mosaic-
ing images from a rotating camera. Sec. 4 describes the
generation stereo panoramas with adaptive disparity.

1.1 Panoramic Images

A panoramic image is a wide field of view image, up
to a full view of 360 degrees. Panoramas can be creat-
ed on an extended planar image surface, on a cylinder, or
on a sphere. Traditional panoramic images have a single
viewpoint, also called the “center of projection” [8, 3, 15].
Panoramic images can be captured by panoramic cameras,
by using special mirrors [9, 7], or by mosaicing a sequence
of images from a rotating camera [15, 11].

1.2 Visual Stereo

A stereo pair consists of two images, from two differ-
ent viewpoints, of the same scene. The disparity, which is
the angular difference in viewing directions of each scene
point between the two images, is interpreted by the brain
as depth through a process called “stereo fusion”. Fig. 1
describes a conventional stereo setting. The disparity is
a function of the point’s depth and the distance between
the eyes (baseline). Maximum disparity change, and hence
depth separation, is for scene points along the line of equal
distance points between the two eyes (“principal viewing
direction”). No stereo depth separation exists for points
along the extended baseline.
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Figure 1. No arrangement of two single-
viewpoint images can give stereo in all view-
ing directions. For upward viewing the two
cameras should be separated horizontally,
and for sideways viewing the two cameras
should be separated vertically.

People can perceive depth from stereo images if the
viewpoints of the two cameras generate horizontal dispar-
ity in a specific range. Human Stereo Fusion can be ob-
tained with disparities of up to�0:5o This translates to a
disparity of approximately 30 pixels on a regular screens
and at a regular viewing distance.

Eye movement can change the absolute disparity by ver-
gence. The point on which the eyes converge is called the
point of fixation. Vergence can not change depth percep-
tion, as depth perception is a function of relative dispari-
ties. However vergence can make the viewing much more
comfortable by setting the point of fixation close to the
middle of the depth range at the viewing direction.

The maximum stereoscopic range for a human observ-
er is approximately 670m. This limit can be considerably
improved with the use of suitable optical instrument, such
as binoculars. The distance between centers of the object
glasses (the baseline) can reach 14cm (see Fig. 2), where
in human vision the baseline is approximately 6.5 cm. This
increased baseline and the lens magnification gives a max-
imum stereoscopic range of about 10,100 meters when us-
ing the binocular.

Depth has been computed from panoramic images hav-
ing two viewpoints, one above the other [4]. However, s-
ince the disparity in this case is vertical, the images can
not be used for viewing by humans having eyes which are
separated horizontally.

2 Multiple Viewpoint Projections
Regular images are created by perspective projection-

s: scene points are projected onto the image surface along
projection lines passing through a single point, called the
“optical center” or the “viewpoint”. Multiple viewpoint
projections use different viewpoints for different viewing
direction, and were used mostly for special mosaicing ap-
plications. Effects that can be created with multiple view-

Figure 2. In order in enhance stereo percep-
tion in distant scenes, the separation be-
tween the object lens in binoculars is usu-
ally larger than the separation between the
eyepieces.

point projections and mosaicing are discussed in [16, 12].
Stereo panoramic imaging uses a special type of multi-

ple viewpoint projections,circular projections, where both
the left-eye image and the right-eye image share the same
cylindrical image surface. To enable stereo perception, the
left viewpoint and the right viewpoint are located on an in-
ner circle (the “viewing circle”) inside the cylindrical im-
age surface, as shown in Fig. 3. The viewing direction is on
a line tangent to the viewing circle. The left-eye projection
uses the rays on the tangent line in the clockwise direction
of the circle, as in Fig. 3.b. The right-eye projection uses
the rays in the counter clockwise direction as in Fig. 3.c.
Every point on the viewing circle, therefore, defines both a
viewpoint and a viewing direction of its own.

The applicability of circular projections to panoramic
stereo is shown in Fig. 4. From this figure it is clear that
the two viewpoints associated with all viewing directions,
using the “left-eye” projection and the “right-eye” projec-
tion, are in optimal relative positions for stereo viewing for
all directions. The vergence is also identical for all viewing
directions [13], unlike regular stereo that has a preferred
viewing direction.

3 Stereo Panoramas with Rotating Cameras
Representing all possible stereoscopic views with on-

ly two panoramic images presents a contradiction, as de-
scribed in Fig. 1. When two ordinary panoramic images
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Figure 3. Circular projections. The projec-
tion from the scene to the image surface is
done along the rays tangent to the viewing
circle. (a) Projection lines perpendicular to
the circular imaging surface create the tra-
ditional single-viewpoint panoramic image.
(b-c) Families of projection lines tangent to
the inner viewing circle form the multiple-
viewpoint circular projections.
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Figure 4. Viewing a scene point with “left-
eye” and “right-eye” projections. The two
viewpoints for these two projections are al-
ways in optimal positions for stereo viewing.
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Figure 5. Stereo Panoramas can be created
using images captured with a regular camera
rotating about an axis behind it. Pasting to-
gether strips taken from each image approx-
imates the panoramic image cylinder. When
the strips are taken from the center of the
images an ordinary panorama is obtained.
When the strips are taken from the left side
of each image, the viewing direction is tilted
counter clockwise from the image surface,
obtaining the right-eye panorama. When the
strips are taken from the right side of each
image, the left-eye panorama is obtained.

are captured from two different viewpoints, the disparity
and the stereo perception will degrade as the viewing di-
rection becomes closer to the baseline until no stereo will
be apparent.

Generation of Image-based stereo panoramas by rotat-
ing a stereo head having two cameras was proposed in
[5, 14]. A stereo head with two cameras is rotated, and
two panoramic mosaics are created from the two different
cameras. A Single rotating camera can also be sufficient
under some conditions [10, 6, 14]. In the case of a single
moving camera different sides of the same image are used
to mosaic the two images for the different eyes. This can
even be done in real-time [10] (See Fig. 5).

A schematic diagram of the process creating a pair of
stereo panoramic images is shown in Fig 6. A camera hav-
ing an optical centerO and an image plane is rotated about
an axis behind the camera. Strips at the left of the image
are seen from viewpointsVR, and strips at the right of the
image are seen from viewpointsVL. The distance between
the two viewpoints is a function of the distancer between
the rotation axis and the optical center, and the distance2v
between the left and right strips. Increasing the distance
between the two viewpoints, and thus increasing the stereo
disparity, can be obtained by either increasingr or increas-
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the system to
create a pair of stereo panoramic images. A
camera having an optical center “O” is rotat-
ed about an axis behind the camera. Note the
“inverted” camera model, with image plane
in front of the optical center.

ing v.

4 Automatic Disparity Control
As shown in Fig. 7, the disparity in omnistereo panora-

mas generated with a rotating camera is a function of the
the distancer between the rotation axis and the optical cen-
ter (the “arm length”), the focal lengthf and the separation
2v between the left and right strips. This relation is ex-
pressed as follows:

d = R sin(�)
� = tan�1( v

f
)

� = sin�1(d
z
) = sin�1(

R sin(tan�1( v
f
)

z
)

(1)

The lengthr of the arm between the rotation axis and
the camera can be changed during the image capture time.
Far away scenes will need a longer arm than closer scenes.
The distance2v between the left and right strips can be
changed during mosaic construction. Far away scenes will
need larger distance between the strips.

In this section we will describe how to measure the dis-
parity and adjust it to make for best stereo perception. This
will be done by adjusting the separation between the strips.

A schematic description of this process appears in
Fig. 8, where a set of images from a rotating camera is
represented as an x-y-t volume. A regular panorama can
be described as a collection of strips making a planar cut
by an y-t plane in the center of the x-y-t volume. In om-
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Figure 7. Computing the disparities in an om-
nistereo mosaicing system.

nistereo mosaicing the left and right panoramas are each
a planar cut by an y-t plane, but at the sides of the x-y-
t volume and at fixed distance from the center. With the
automatic disparity control each panorama is also a cut in
the x-y-t volume, but the distance of the strip from the cen-
ter is changing according to the desired baseline. For far
away regions, where the baseline should be larger to in-
crease disparity, the strips will be further away from the
center. In closer area, where the baseline should be short-
ened to decrease disparity, the strips will be closer to the
center.

4.1 Measuring Image Disparity
The image disparity is measured in pixels. The process

consists of the following steps:

1. Two panoramas are constructed, a left eye panorama
and a right eye panorama, using a fixed separation be-
tween the strips.

2. The two panoramas are aligned for vergence at infini-
ty. Objects at infinity will have no disparity.

3. The horizontal image disparity between the two
panoramas is computed. To increase efficiency, rather
than computing the disparity for every pixel, we com-
pute only three disparities for each column: for its
top, central, and bottom parts. These disparities are
computed using correlation for a window around each
column.

4. The maximum disparity for each column in the mosa-
ic is selected from the three computed disparities (for
the top, center, and bottom parts of the column). This
gives a disparity value for each column.
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Figure 8.

Schematics of adjusting disparity by adjust-
ing the strip separation. A set of images from
a rotating camera is represented as an x-y-t
volume. A regular panorama is a planar cut
by an y-t plane in the center of the x-y-t vol-
ume. In omnistereo each panorama is a pla-
nar cut by an y-t plane, but at the sides of the
x-y-t volume and at fixed distance from the
center. With the automatic disparity control
the distance of the strip from the center is
changing according to the desired baseline.

5. A median filter is applied to the disparity values to
reduce the effects of noise.

This process is illustrated in Fig 9

4.2 Disparity Adjustment

Once the disparity has been measured, we would like to
adjust it for better stereo perception:

1. Keep the stereoscopic disparity within the fusion lim-
its of the human brain. This capability is approximate-
ly �0:5o, which is about 30 pixels of image disparity.

2. Stretch the disparity in areas where all objects have
small disparity range and hence increase the stereo
depth sensation.

Under the assumption that the strip separation is con-
siderably smaller than the radius of rotation and the scene
depth, then the relation between the strip separation and
image disparity is nearly linear.

For enhanced stereo, the maximal disparity which was
computed in the previous section for each column should
be modified to be approximately 30 pixels. The separation
between the strips is increased or decreased proportionate-
ly to the desired increase or decrease in disparity. To avoid
sharp disparity changes a median filter is applied to the ob-
tained separation values to discard isolated peaks.

Figure 10. Adjusting separation between
strips.
(a) Initial strip gap of 80 pixels.
(b) Disparities measured on the mosaics us-
ing (a).
(c) Correcting factor (see text).
(d) Adjusted strip separation, larger for dis-
tant objects and smaller for close objects.
(e) Disparities after adjustment of separation
between strips.

Once the new separation between the strips is comput-
ed, both panoramas are computed using the modified strip
separation values. Note that since the left panorama and the
right panorama view the same location in different frames,
the modification of the separation between the strip in the
right panorama and the left panorama for a certain column
occurs at different frames as seen in Fig 8.

Fig 10 shows the process of the disparity adaptation.
The resulting panoramas are shown in Fig 11 Zooming into
a detail of the panorama is done in Fig. 12.

4.3 Dynamic Vergence Control

The vergence between two panoramas greatly affects
stereo viewing. Knowing the disparity range for the top,
middle, and bottom part of each column allows the setting
of the vergence in a convenient location usually the middle
of the disparity range.

This can be implemented when the panorama is viewed
by a dynamic device, such as an HMD, which enables
the modification of the vergence according to the current
viewing direction. Changing the vergence is accomplished
simply by selecting the appropriate starting location of the
right image and left image.



Figure 9. Measuring disparities.
(a) Original left eye panorama. (b) Original right eye panorama.
(c-e) A graph showing image disparities in pixels for the top, center, and bottom parts of the
panorama.
(f) Maximum disparity for each column. (g) Median filter of (f) to reduce the effect of noise.

5 Concluding Remarks
In omnistereo panoramic imaging, one fixed baseline is

not appropriate for all directions. This paper presents a
method that enables the use of different stereo baselines
for different directions. A smaller baseline will be used for
closer areas, and a larger baseline will be used for far away
areas. The baseline determination is done by an automatic
selection of the separation between the strips used to build
the omnistereo images.
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Figure 12. A detail in the disparity adjustment. In the original stereo panorama on the left (A), the
disparity of the black pole is too big for stereo fusion, since it is very close to the camera (left eye
image is shown above the right eye image). After automatic disparity adjustment (B), the disparity
is within the fusion range, enhancing stereo.


